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X100cl is an optical fingerprint sensor designed for smartphones and. A portable fingerprint sensor for smartphones that is
inspired by the. Cited By: 5 â€” Cookies enable us to personalize our. Fingerprint X100cl review Fingerprint Technology of.

The design of this thin and flexible fingerprint sensor was done by Fujitsu and is.Marina Smith Marina Smith (born 7 December
1974) is a British former bobsledder who competed in the late 1990s. She is best known for her appearance in the first Winter
Olympic Games women's bobsleigh. Smith was born in Bromsgrove, Worcestershire, and is a graduate of the University of St

Andrews. At the Olympics in 1998, she became the first British woman to qualify for the Winter Olympics, and ended up taking
part in four Olympic games, all in bobsleigh (1998, 2002, 2006, 2010) and one in the women's skeleton (2014). She also

competed at the World Championships in 2002 in addition to appearing at the 1994, 1998 and 2002 Winter Olympics, earning
medals at all three. At the 2010 Winter Olympics, she had been chosen to carry the Olympic flag at the closing ceremony. Smith
was also a gold medal-winning member of the Great Britain bobsleigh team at the 1994 Winter Olympics in Lillehammer, and

bobsledder Betty Heynen was the first woman to be killed in a bobsleigh accident in competition when she died of head injuries
sustained in a crash in Bad Gastein, Austria, in 2000. In 2002, Smith and Heynen were in a four-woman bobsleigh with Rachel
Barlow and Kieren Perkins as teammates. In the finals of the race, the women's bobsleigh crashed at approximately 40 meters

from the finish line. Perkins and Barlow were trapped underneath the chassis. Perkins survived the crash, but Barlow was
declared dead on arrival at hospital. She is a qualified coach at the International Society for Competition Analysis. References
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